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Abstract
In the context of genome-scale research, it is imperative to automatically analyze numerous species and
sub-species to discern distinctive features present in multiple proteomes that contain speci�c sequences
of interest since they provide speci�c properties. Complex sequences must be recognized within an
organism’s complete set of proteomes to accomplish this. This study introduces FungiRegEx, a user-
friendly software for automatic genome-scale proteome analysis of fungi organisms, addressing the
limitations of existing tools.

FungiRegEx utilizes real-time data retrieval of the different species from the JGI Mycocosm database
without downloading any �les. With a user-friendly GUI, the tool offers e�cient regular expression
searches across 2,402 fungal species from the JGI Mycocosm portal. Validation with the sequence
AXSXG or effector RXRL demonstrates FungiRegEx’s effectiveness in identifying user-de�ned patterns in
the retrieved sequences. FungiRegEx accelerates result retrieval compared to manual processes,
providing a console-free and programming-free experience; this tool allows customization, result �ltering,
and the possibility of saving the results for future research.

FungiRegEx offers a promising solution for researchers exploring speci�c sequences in the fungal
proteomes. It combines speed, adaptability, and ease of use, displaying the results in a GUI and making it
easy to read. Its architecture ensures optimized resource usage and deployment �exibility, allowing the
customization of speci�c software parameters.

The tool’s potential for future research and exploration is emphasized, providing a nuanced perspective
on its practical use within the fungal genomics community.

Background
Understanding the characteristics of the species of the fungi phylogenetic tree requires the identi�cation
of certain sequences in the proteomes, which in turn may be correlated with the environment and its
conditions1. The phylogenetic analysis provides a framework to develop research and identify multiple
similarities and conservation zones. To identify and characterize proteins, a detailed analysis of
proteomes is essential. Human experts can perform this task, but the analysis is challenging on a large
scale.

A critical aspect of such automatic processes is the e�cient traversal of proteomes. In the biological �eld,
hard-coded algorithms mostly traverse phylogenetic trees, and some resources, such as grep2, which is a
text-processing program designed for regular pattern matching within the text, allow the search of regular
expressions in a string; this string can be a proteome or any other type of text sequence; some requisites
of grep are:

1. If the user runs Linux as the Operating System, this tool is included; if not, the user must acquire a
similar tool for the respective Operating System that performs the same functions as grep.
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2. Knowledge about how to use the bash to execute this tool from a terminal.
3. Knowledge about how to use the wildcards and syntax to perform the search. Note: This program

has no GUI to display the results.

Another resource to �nd regular expressions is msgfdb2pepxml3; this resource is a library that converts
the output from the MS-GFDB search engine to pepXML, uses regular expressions to recognize enzyme
uses and cleavage rules, and supports PSI-MS, in order to execute this library requires:

1. Knowledge in Python programming language.
2. Knowledge of the syntax of the library to use it correctly.

Note

As this is a library, we do not have a GUI to present the results directly.

Another resource to �nd regular expressions is PhyloPattern4, which is a library focused on identifying
regular expressions in phylogenetic trees; this library is not focused on proteomes or any other biological
sequence, also to execute this tool requires:

1. Prolog syntax knowledge.
2. Install in Prolog engine the library PhyloPattern.
3. Knowledge in Prolog programming language.

Note

knowledge another critical aspect is that this library does not provide a GUI directly.

Another resource is PatScan5; which is a program focused on searches for protein or nucleotide
sequences of a pattern (regular expression). In order to execute this program the requisites are:

1. Compile the source �les.
2. A FASTA �le to perform the search on.
3. Knowledge in terminal use and syntax.

Another resource to identify repeats using regular expressions is Patscan5 and PatMatch6. These
programs do not automate searching for patterns within the sequences because they require the user to
write the complete sequence in which they want to search for the pattern; entering all the sequences of a
genome or proteome can take a long time for the size and amount of elements. PatMatch requires:

1. Access to this tool through their website.
2. Knowledge about the pattern syntax to perform the search.

Notes: [1] Focuses only on peptide and nucleotide sequences. [2] The length limitation to search for is
less than 20 residues. [3] Only can process one sequence by time.
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The process of searching for regular expressions is notably time-intensive if the sequences are introduced
to any software manually.

However, the programs and libraries already mentioned could require speci�c knowledge, like commands,
bash, computer, download of �les, or programming knowledge; this seriously complicates the process of
searching for regular expressions on a large scale for users without pro�ciency in using programs or
libraries that help analyze biological sequences. Tools like those already mentioned above are examples
of software that offers a simple pattern-matching system, which may or may not include a GUI, and its
implementation could be challenging. Also, the information source needed to function must be
trustworthy.

Fortunately, the Joint Genome Institute (JGI)7 offers biological sequences like DNA or Protein/Nucleotide
sequences with the certainty that all the information has been validated and is trustworthy.

In that context, software that can be easily integrated into automatic genome-scale processes to read and
analyze proteomes on a large scale, detect matches, and save considerable time without downloading
�les is now needed.

In this way, we present FungiRegEx, a software that takes the available information from the JGI
Mycocosm portal and performs a search into the proteome databases of the multiple species with the
user-de�ned regular expression through its web scraper module integrated into the tool; also, it integrates
a GUI with a user-friendly interface, to use it it is not necessary for the user to install any additional
components, download additional �les or have solid programming knowledge in any programming
language.

This software helps to the recognition of repeated sequences, which holds substantial signi�cance, as it
offers valuable insights into the functional and evolutionary roles of diverse organisms8,9, driving
evolution, inducing variation, and regulating gene expression10. These patterns can be important for
identifying certain protein functions or key structural regions. For

example, searching for protein sequences containing a speci�c pattern can help identify proteins that
bind to certain ligands or have speci�c enzymatic activity11. Searching for repetitive patterns in protein
sequences can also help to identify evolutionarily related proteins, which can provide information about
the evolution of proteins and their functions over time12.

Numerous software applications are accessible for the identi�cation of various types of repeats.
Nonetheless, no one has focused on FUNGI pattern detection through web scrapping; FungiRegEx does it.
FungiRegEx employs a straightforward sequential search method to identify regular expressions directly
from the protein sequences of FUNGI organisms. Diverging from the prevalent approach of employing a
su�x tree or alignment matrix as a primary data structure, the algorithm introduced in this paper operates
by directly identifying regular expressions within the protein sequence. As a result, this methodology
exhibits e�ciency in memory usage due to launching and running the scraper instances, boasts
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enhanced comprehensibility and ease of implementation, and offers great speed in getting multiple
sequences at the same time compared to if the process were carried out manually or using tools like
PatMatch6 that requires to introduce one by one sequence. Also, FungiRegEx does not require
downloading any fasta or �le.

Another relevant aspect of the tool is that it includes a GUI, which means the user does not need to have a
strong knowledge of any programming language or commands to use it, compared to if grep or another
tool that requires a bash interface were used. Also, the scrapper module is customizable to adapt it to the
resources of the computer or server where it is executed (in case the user wants a greater or lesser
number of scraper instances). Finally, this tool could be deployed on a server or a computer if the user
wants to.

Various tools and resources, such as grep, msgfdb2pepxml, PhyloPattern, and PatScan, exist for
searching regular expressions in biological sequences. However, these tools often require speci�c
knowledge, limiting accessibility for users without programming pro�ciency. The process of manually
introducing sequences to these tools is time-intensive and complex.

Addressing these challenges, FungiRegEx is introduced as a user-friendly software designed for
automatic genome-scale proteome analysis. Integrated with a web scraper module, FungiRegEx
e�ciently searches user-de�ned regular expressions in the proteome databases of multiple fungal
species sourced from the JGI Mycocosm database. Notably, FungiRegEx stands out by providing a GUI,
eliminating the need for additional downloads or programming knowledge.

Materials and methods

Architecture of FungiRegEx
FungiRegEx front-end is based on React JS 17.0.2v, is a JavaScript library that is both available and
open-source, designed for constructing interfaces13, and Node JS 16.17v, serving as the back-end, is a
JavaScript runtime constructed upon the V8 JavaScript engine14, Chromium version 79.0.3945.117, an
open-source browser project, is dedicated to creating a more secure, expeditious, and dependable means
for users to engage with the web15. A collection of React JS components was created to execute these
functions: provide an interactive GUI (see Fig. 1) to choose speci�c parameters to perform a search
through the NodeJS back-end with the user-de�ned Regular Expression into proteomes, pick the species
or species into fungi organisms to perform the search, visualize the results of the search, and download
the results in CSV format if the user wants to, also the Node JS back-end was designed to perform these
tasks: launch the scrapper instances into the JGI Mycocosm database, with the obtained information of
every instance the regular expression is looked for into the proteome, to save RAM memory the backend
reuses each instance of Chromium once they have obtained the information, in case of error an
automatic restart of the instance is performed.
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FungiRegEx works as follows: �rst, the user selects the type of search he wants to perform globally into
all 2,402 different species of fungi or a speci�c species (This means that new taxonomic additions will
not be available in the software, unless that the user add it.). Second, the user selects to scrap the regular
expression into a range of identi�ers or a list of identi�ers in the database. Third, to start the search, the
retrieved sequences of proteomes are scrapped into the Joint Genome Institute through the Node JS
script and displayed in the table through React JS; the table can be ordered through alphabetical order of
Specie or the number of matches into the proteome in ascending or descending order, the last column of
the table displays the coincidences. Fourth, the results of the table can be downloaded in an output �le in
CSV format.

FungiRegEx is distributed as a compressed �le in ZIP format. The source code is available for download
at SourceForge and https://github.com/Maigolinox/fungiregex GitHub repository. Once the FungiRegEx
directory has been uncompressed, it shows the FungiRegEx directory in which the results.csv �le is empty,
and package.json contains all the instructions to execute the web application correctly. The user must
download each prerequisite from the platforms indicated in Table 1 and the documentation and
uncompress and install them for the correct execution of FungiRegEx. The command to execute the front-
end of FungiRegEx is npm run start:frontend, and the command to execute the back-end of FungiRegEx is
npm run start:backend. Also, you can �nd more instructions in the documentation according to your
operating system.

Validation of FungiRegEx results
FungiRegEx was challenged by querying multiple databases of various species available on the JGI
Mycocosm website., the results were validated with the search of the sequence AXSXG as a regular
expression, which is a pentapeptide of a lipase group that brings thermostability and resistance to
solvents of an enzyme16 that has been little described in fungi.

Similarly, the results that show FungiRegEx have been validated with the next considerations:

1. Specie: Saccharomyces cerevisiae (SacceM3836_1)17–20.

2. AXSXG pentapeptide where X represents whatever amino acid. 

To bring some results, we perform the search with the next parameters:

1. A.S.G, where . in regular expressions notation means whatever amino acid.

2. Search in a speci�c range: 1 to 2000. This means that FungiRegEx will launch the scrapper instances
to retrieve the data in the JGI Mycocosm database from 2000 proteomes.

After running the search, the tool showed that of the 2000 scraped sequences, only one with identi�er
1434 has that pentapeptide only once, while it also identi�ed matches in 281 sequences with similarity.
Figure 2 shows the results of the JGI Mycocosm database and Fig. 3 shows the match with the tool:
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As mentioned, the tool also looks into the complete sequence for other similarities according to the
regular expression (see Fig. 4). We hide the proteome column for the image size to show the results of
FungiRegEx with the mentioned parameters.

In this way, the tool proves to be capable of �nding the regular expression in the search proteome
determined by the user, which may be of interest for subsequent studies.

A second use case executed to validate FungiRegEx functionality involves the search for effectors. Liping
Liu et al.22 identi�ed different effectors, such as the RXLR, asserting that fungi, oomycetes, and bacteria
release small secreted proteins crucial for symbiotic interaction and pathogenicity. Liping Liu investigated
various effectors in different species, such as Mg3LysM (Mycosphaerella graminicola LysM), secreted by
Mycosphaerella graminicola23,24. For this example, the JGI Mycocosm database of Mycosphaerella
graminícola v2.0 will be used with the RXLR sequence, where X represents any amino acid. In regular
expression language, the regular expression is R.LR.

Figure 5 shows the results of FungiRegEx hiding the proteome column due to the size of the proteomes to
show the results in the �gure.

As shown in Fig. 5, FungiRegEx can �nd the effector of interest in the proteome, showing the number of
matches and the sequences. In addition to the above, it is identi�ed that the species Mycosphaerella
graminicola does indeed have this effector (RXRL), as stated by Liping Liu et al.22.

Implementation
Regular expressions search for FUNGI organisms is based on �nding exact repeats of length k along the
amino acid chain. The regular expression can be as long as the user wants. If the protein sequence of
length k is diminutive, the comparative process proceeds with greater expeditiousness. Once the regular
expression is found in the protein sequence of the FUNGI organism, it is �ltered to eliminate those that do
not match.

Searching for regular expression matches
The application back-end begins its search by creating a regular expression object. Regular expressions
are patterns used to search for character combinations in text strings. Regular expressions can contain
various special characters and modi�ers that de�ne the pattern to search for25.

The magnitude of the search range directly impacts the algorithm’s processing time; in this way, smaller
ranges are preferred for optimal e�ciency.

If matches between regular expression and protein
sequence are found
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The aforementioned search process identi�es the regular expression within the amino acid chain with a
length of k, as illustrated in Fig. 3. As the detected repeats do not accurately re�ect the true length of the
repeating pattern, they need to be expanded to match the actual repeat length. In this paper, the chosen
approach involves reading the characters located to the left or right of all repeats and storing them in an
array.

If no matches between regular expression and protein
sequence are found
If no matches are found, the algorithm will continue the search in another amino acid chain of the
proteome. The search algorithm can progress in larger intervals without overlooking any repetitions.

The crucial factor in progressing with larger intervals lies in ensuring that the search algorithm never
overlooks any matches.

Processing speed
An approximation of the speed will take the algorithm to process the regular expression given by the next
mathematical formula.

Reducing the size of search intervals can improve processing speed. However, the algorithm’s speed may
decrease if the intervals become too small. This is because smaller intervals can cause the program to
spend more time launching browser instances than acquiring information and performing the search for
the regular expression.

With 200 puppeteer instances, 50,000 results are obtained in approximately 139 minutes, as can be seen
in Fig. 7 with the estimated time that indicates the monitor (Depending on the resources of the computer,
the computer can consult at least seven pages per second; this means that the 50,000 results can be
consulted in only 12 minutes); it also clari�es that this depends on the available computer resources. It
should be mentioned that just requesting the JGI Mycocosm database and getting a response on the
webpage takes around 6.64 seconds, as shown in Fig. 8.

Results
The FungiRegEx tool was constructed to identify the regular expression in Fungal proteomes, the results
are listed:

1. E�ciency in Proteomic Sequence Analysis: FungiRegEx is demonstrated as a tool that streamlines
the process of analyzing proteomic sequences of 2,402 species available in the JGI Mycocosm
portal.
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2. Real-time Data Retrieval without FASTA Downloads: The FungiRegEx scrapper module eliminates the
need to download any FASTA �les for proteomic analysis. FungiRegEx dynamically requests data
from the JGI Mycocosm website, ensuring real-time access to information.

3. Accelerated Results Retrieval: FungiRegEx exhibits a signi�cant increase in result retrieval speed
compared to manual proteomic data extraction on the JGI Mycocosm website.

4. Optimized Computational Resource Usage: FungiRegEx effectively utilizes the computational
resources available on the user’s computer, demonstrating e�ciency in resource management.

5. Adaptability and Customization: Users can easily adapt FungiRegEx to run on any computer,
allowing customization of the number of scrapper instances the program utilizes.

�. User-Friendly GUI Presentation: The software features a GUI that presents results without requiring
users to code or possess specialized knowledge like the use of bash.

7. Platform Independence: FungiRegEx operates seamlessly without needing a speci�c operating
system, providing users with �exibility in execution.

�. Local and Server Deployment Options: The tool can be launched locally or deployed on a server,
giving users the autonomy to choose the preferred execution mode.

9. E�cient Result Filtering: FungiRegEx offers features for �ltering results, facilitating the identi�cation
of speci�c sequences and enhancing result interpretation.

10. Console-Free User Experience: Users can interpret results without needing a console, enhancing
accessibility compared to other tools that may require console interaction.

11. Simpli�ed Search Syntax with User-De�ned Parameters: FungiRegEx allows users to input any
sequence of interest for searching across the entire proteome or within a speci�c range. This
customization is particularly useful for identifying sequences in speci�c species, potentially
contributing valuable insights for further research.

12. Potential for Future Research: The identi�cation of the user-de�ned regular expression on certain
proteomes allows the user to save those results for further researchs, as we could see in the
validation section of this research with the AXSXG example sequence where that sequence was of
interest due the properties that it provides. These identi�ed sequences may or may not exhibit
speci�c characteristics, paving the way for future research and exploration.

13. Details of the �nding sequence: The tool indicates the number of sequences that match the regular
expression and shows the exact match.

In conclusion, FungiRegEx enhances the e�ciency of proteomic sequence analysis and provides a user-
friendly, adaptable, and customizable tool with advanced features for result interpretation and exploration
in subsequent research endeavors.

The programs listed in Table 1 accomplished the FungiRegEx function.
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Table 1
Components of FungiRegEx that

accomplish the functionality.
Program Version

NodeJS 16.17.0v

ReactJS 18.0.0v

Chromium 79.0.3945.117v

Nodemon 2.0.20v

Axios 0.27.2v

ExpressJS 4.17.13v

Puppeteer cluster 0.23.0v

Regex Parser 2.2.11v

Cheerio 1.0.0-rc.12v

CORS 2.8.5v

DotEnv 16.0.1v

Flatted 3.2.6v

Discussion
In this section, we delve into a comprehensive discussion of the essential �ndings and limitations
associated with FungiRegEx, a tool designed to streamline the analysis of proteomic sequences from the
JGI Mycocosm database. The results highlight the tool’s e�ciency in handling a vast dataset of 2,402
Fungi species, offering accelerated results retrieval and optimized utilization of computational resources.
Additionally, FungiRegEx introduces user-friendly features such as real-time data retrieval, adaptability for
customization, and a graphical user interface (GUI), presenting a promising solution for researchers
engaged in proteomic analysis. However, as with any technological advancement, the discussion also
addresses certain limitations and considerations, providing valuable insights into the practical use of
FungiRegEx. From speed considerations to potential IP blocking risks and task limitations, the ensuing
dialogue aims to assess these aspects critically, offering researchers a nuanced perspective on the tool’s
capabilities and areas for potential improvement.

The results are presented in Table 2 and Table 3; the information was divided into two tables due to their
size.
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Table 2
Advantages and limitations of FungiRegEx.

Advantages Limitations

FungiRegEx has demonstrated remarkable
e�ciency

in analyzing proteomic sequences across the
extensive dataset of 2,402 species on the JGI
Mycocosm portal. This e�ciency is crucial in
accelerating research pro- cesses and enabling
broader research.

Users are required to enter the characteristics
for newly

added Fungi species manually. Failure to do so
re- stricts users to the initially registered 2,402
species, potentially limiting the software’s
applicability to fu- ture taxonomic additions.

Eliminating the need for FASTA �le downloads

through the FungiRegEx scrapper module signi�es
a signi�cant advancement. Real-time data retrieval
from the JGI Mycocosm website enhances the
imme- diacy of access to the latest proteomic
information, contributing to the timeliness of
research outcomes.

To use the tool and get the available
information from

the website internet connection is needed, also
the time to get the information depends of the
user connection, limiting the speed to perform
the search.

[1]The observed increase in result retrieval speed
with

FungiRegEx compared to manual extraction on the
JGI Mycocosm website underscores the tool’s
potential to save researchers valuable time. This
acceleration in the data retrieval process could
have substantial implications for large-scale
studies.

The speed of FungiRegEx is in�uenced by
internet

speed, available computational resources, and
the num- ber of deployed scrapper instances.
Balancing these factors is crucial, as fewer
instances reduce resource consumption but
extend task completion time.

[2] Deploying many scrapper instances (over
100) poses the risk of temporary IP blocking by
the JGI My- cocosm website. This limitation
necessitates a careful

balance to prevent potential issues with site
access.

The effective utilization of computational
resources

by FungiRegEx highlights its e�ciency in resource
management. This optimization ensures that the
tool operates smoothly, providing a seamless user
experi- ence.

The resources that FungiRegEx uses must
necessarily

be con�gured by the user by changing the
parameters of FungiRegEx.

The adaptability of FungiRegEx for use on any
com-

puter and the ability to customize the number of
scrap- per instances enhances its versatility. Users
can tailor the tool to suit their speci�c
computational capabilities and requirements.

[1] The resources that FungiRegEx uses must
neces-

sarily be con�gured by the user.

[2] FungiRegEx currently supports only one
task at a time. If multiple users attempt
simultaneous searches, the tool prioritizes the
latest task, potentially deleting the previous
user’s task. This limitation may impact
concurrent usage scenarios.
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Advantages Limitations

A user-friendly GUI in FungiRegEx simpli�es result

presentation, making it accessible to users without
specialized coding knowledge. This feature
promotes ease of use in the scienti�c community.

The results table of FungiRegEx shows the
complete

proteome in a single line, making it di�cult to
read the table in very long proteomes; for this
reason, the GUI can be improved to facilitate
the reading and presentation of the results.

The platform independence of FungiRegEx,
coupled

with the choice between local and server
deployment, provides users with �exibility.
Researchers can choose the execution mode that
aligns with their preferences and available
infrastructure.

While FungiRegEx offers �exibility in
deployment,

it is recommended for users to install the
application locally. This recommendation
emphasizes that Fun- giRegEx is single task.
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Table 3
Advantages and limitations of FungiRegEx.

Advantages Limitations

The tool’s provision for user-de�ned parameters in

the search syntax, including the ability to specify
se- quences in certain species, enhances its
applicability for diverse research scenarios.

The user needs to know how many proteomes
to search

for, that is, the length of the proteome of the
species or species of interest.

As demonstrated in the validation section,
identifying

and �ltering the user-de�ned regular expression
into the results table of FungiRegEx for future
investiga- tions highlights the tool’s potential for
ongoing and future research. This capability allows
users to explore speci�c sequences of interest and
their potential char- acteristics inside of the already
obtained results.

The user must already have the sequence of
interest

that they wish to search for in the proteome of
a certain species.

FungiRegEx makes it possible to store the results in

CSV format.

FungiRegEx does not include an internal
database to

store the information; this means that if the
user does not save the results, all the search of
the regular ex- pression inside the scraped
proteomes will be lost.

The tool’s provision of information on the number

of matching sequences and the exact match
further enhances result transparency and aids
researchers in re�ning their analyses.

Although the tool locates the sequences
matching the

regular expression in the proteome when
listing the proteome in the results table, the
matches do not have a differentiator that
facilitates their location, such as changing the
font color only in the matching part; this
makes it challenging to locate the matching
sequences in the proteome.
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Figures

Figure 1

GUI of FungiRegEx.
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Figure 2

Retrieved sequence of protein Saccharomyces cerevisiae M3836 v1.0. with ID 1434.21

Figure 3

Results from FungiRegEx using A.S.G regular expression �ltering by the speci�c Expression: AHSMG.
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Figure 4

Results from FungiRegEx hiding the proteome column using A.S.G regular expression.

Figure 5

Results from FungiRegEx hiding the proteome column using R.LR effector regular expression.
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Figure 6

An occurrence of a match. Coincidences in the amino acid chain are detected by reading all and scanning
the regular expression for k matches.

Figure 7

Progress monitor and calculation of processing time. The Puppeteer cluster includes a tool that monitors
the progress of data acquisition and the performance of each instance.

Figure 8
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Network tool in web browser. You can see the time it takes to request the JGI Mycocosm database one by
one server is 6.64 seconds; if the process were manual for 50,000 requests, it would take approximately
92 hours.
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